1.5 Conflict of interest

Scope
This document is intended for those in the health and wellness
industry who produce and disseminate content to consumers
in Europe and the USA. This document aims to provide
guidance on the importance of disclosure and conflict of
interest.

Why it is important to publish
disclosures and conflict of interest
A key aspect of transparency in the communication of health
and wellness content, involves publically disclosing to your
audience, any sponsorship or gift that you have received from
brands, companies and/or other industry influencers.
By doing this, you provide the reader with an informed
understanding of the basis for your opinions and views on a
topic.
If an influencer or producer of content is not willing to publically
publish their disclosures, it must be questioned as to why
this is so. Failure to publish disclosures will seed doubt in
the consumer or audience’s mind and a brand, company or
influencer will receive a high level of scepticism towards the
validity of their claims. This can also bring disrepute to that
brand, company or influencer.
Full declaration of sponsorship, shows your audience that you
are willing to let them decide to what extent they will allow
your content to influence their own decision making. It shows
that you are willing to disclose any potential bias in an opinion
you express, and this in fact, will enhance your credibility and
ethical reputation in the health and wellness space.
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Checklist for disclosure and conflict of interest
The type of information that is important to disclose when producing health and wellness content is detailed below
as follows:
● Any paid sponsorship that you have received from a health and wellness company or brand, to discuss the
benefits of their product(s)
● Any single or multiple monetary gift that you have received from a company or brand
● Any donations, grants and benefits in kind you have received from a health and wellness company or brand
● The details of the companies that you have produced sponsored content for in the past 12 months
● Any activities that you have undertaken on behalf of a health and wellness company or brand in order to
promote their product(s)
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If you are a wellness brand, publisher, expert,
influencer or ambassador who cares about
credibility and wants to improve standards
within the industry, find out how to apply for
the WellSpoken Mark and join our growing
community of trusted names:
W: www.wearewellspoken.com
E: info@wearewellspoken.com
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